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Wergelandsvein 7
The Background

The so called W7 building is one of the prime
example of 60s office architecture in Oslo
and has been historically protected. The idea
for the new building was to preserve the
outside view and flooding the interior spaces
with natural daylight and to be highly
energy-efficient.

Wergelandsvein 7
The Challenge

When architect began the work on the
new W7 building, the design team
wanted to incorporate as much glass as
possible to flood the interior with
daylight and they wanted to make the
building more energy and
environmentally friendly. In the same
time, they should preserve the facade
as it looked when it was new.
01 — Roxborough House, 1997
02 — Opera House, 1685

Wergelandsvein 7
The Solution
This challenge opened the door to the innovative glass facade solution
Q-Air by Reflex, that saves approximately 1 GWh - and NOK 1 million –
annually*. This corresponds to 60 percent of the previous energy
consumption in the building.
The installation of the Q-Air glass façade on a multi-storey building
Wergelandsveien 7 listed as a protected monument in the center of Oslo in
Norway is an important accomplishment.
§ The installed Q-Air glass elements have Ug value of 0.24 W/m2K, while the
system has a Ucw value of 0.36 W/m2K and sound reduction of 45 decibels
(Rw).
§ The occupants of the building are very pleased with the interior comfort. A
person can stand by the glass wall in the restaurant on the ground floor with
an outside temperature of minus 15 degrees Celsius without feeling any cold
draught at the glazing. Furthermore, in summer, the low solar gain
coefficient (g) of 0.25 prevents the overheating of the inside of the building.
§ The refurbishment resulted in significant annual energy savings. During
the renovation, the building was fully in operation and the architecture of
the building dating back to 1960’s is completely preserved.
*Source: https://www.enova.no/bedrift/bygg-og-eiendom/historier/hegh-eiendom-forst-inorge-med-innovativ-fasadelosning/
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